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Abstract: Turbulence is ubiquitous in the planetary boundary layer (PBL), which is of great impor-
tance to the prediction of weather and air quality. Nevertheless, the profiles of turbulence in the whole
PBL as observed by radar wind profilers (RWPs) are rarely reported. In this communication, the
purpose was to investigate the vertical structures of turbulence dissipation rate (ε) obtained from the
Doppler spectrum width measurements from two RWPs at plateau (Zhangbei) and plain (Baoding)
stations in the North China Plain for the year 2021, and to tease out the underlying mechanism for
the difference of ε between Zhangbei and Baoding. Under clear-sky conditions, the annual mean
value of ε in the PBL over the plateau station was found to be higher than that over the plain station
throughout the daytime from 0900 to 1700 local standard time. The magnitude of ε at both stations
showed significant seasonal variation, with the strongest ε in summer but the weakest in winter. If a
larger difference between the 2 m air temperature and surface temperature (Ta−Ts), as a surrogate of
sensible heat flux, is observed, the turbulence intensity tends to become stronger. The influence of
vertical wind shear on turbulence was also analyzed. Comparison analyses showed that the plateau
station of Zhangbei was characterized by larger sensible heat flux and stronger wind shear compared
with the plain station of Baoding. This may account for the more intense εwithin the PBL of Zhangbei.
Moreover, the magnitude of ε in the PBL was positively correlated with the values of both Ta−Ts and
vertical wind shear. The findings highlight the urgent need to characterize the vertical turbulence
structure in the PBL over a variety of surfaces in China.

Keywords: turbulent dissipation rate; radar wind profiler; wind shear; plateau and plain

1. Introduction

The planetary boundary layer (PBL) is the lowermost layer of the troposphere ad-
jacent to the Earth’s surface, in which the moisture, heat, momentum, and air mass are
dramatically and frequently exchanged between the atmosphere and the surface [1–3]. The
exchange is largely determined or governed by the turbulence in the PBL, particularly
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under stable or neutral conditions [4,5]. Moreover, the turbulence in the atmosphere is
often generated thermally through convection-related instability, or mechanically through
Kelvin–Helmholtz billows, the reversal or disruption of gravity waves, and inertial gravity
waves [6–9].

The changes in meteorological variables and air pollution near the surface can be
rapidly conveyed over the entire PBL by chaotic turbulent eddies on a time scale of one
hour or less [4,10]. The turbulence in the PBL can alter the process of new particle formation,
thereby affecting the development of clouds and precipitation [11]. The pioneer work in [11]
is a great step forward to fully answer the question of “Can we understand clouds without
turbulence” posed by Bodenschatz et al. in the year 2010 [12]. Nevertheless, the turbulence
measurements used in Wu et al. [11] are mostly limited to the ground level. Turbulence-
resolving model simulation studies show that the turbulent eddies, along with convection,
can dramatically affect the microphysical properties of clouds by transporting water vapor
and heat to the PBL top and beyond, thereby altering the onset and development of
precipitation [13].

Turbulent mixing is recognized to tremendously affect the concentration of atmo-
spheric pollutants. Zhang et al. [14] derived the vertical wind shear up to 3 km above
ground level (AGL) as observed by one radar wind profiler (RWP) in Beijing and their re-
sults showed that weak wind shear in the PBL (weak turbulence and dispersion condition)
corresponded to severe atmospheric pollution. This highlights the clear need to characterize
the turbulence profile in the PBL to better understand the evolution of atmospheric pollu-
tion. In addition, previous intensive efforts have elucidated the close link between aviation
safety and encountered turbulence. Around the jet stream, clear air turbulence caused by
strong wind shear is one of the main driving forces for aviation accidents of passenger
airliners [9,15,16]. Moreover, the continuous turbulence observations in the PBL from an
RWP are of great significance for accurately nowcasting the onset of precipitation [17].

Nevertheless, our knowledge concerning atmosphere turbulence remains limited,
given its multiple scales, rapid variation, and chaotic nature [18]. The measurements of key
parameters used to characterize the turbulence properties from a variety of instruments to
some extent help us fill the knowledge gap. Among others, turbulent dissipation rate (ε),
an integral parameter to characterize turbulent eddies, is generally used to indicate the rate
at which the energy cascades into smaller and smaller eddies until the energy is converted
to heat at the Kolmogorov scale [19]. ε is an important parameter that is generally used
to determine the transfer rates or mixing level of mass, heat and momentum between the
surface layer and its overlying atmosphere. This parameter can be derived from high-
or ultra-high-frequency Doppler Lidar [20,21], sonde observations [22–25], radar wind
profilers (RWPs) [3], and tower-based sonic anemometers [26,27]. For instance, Harvey
et al. [28] proposed a method to identify specific atmospheric boundary layer types based
on the ε measurements from Doppler lidar. The PBL turbulence is generally thought
to be greater that 10−4 m2/s3 [29]. Compared with the profile of ε from Doppler lidar
that is reliable under clear sky conditions, RWPs can characterize the fine ε profile even
under cloudy conditions. Moreover, the Thorpe analysis method has been widely used to
determine ε in the atmosphere using high-vertical-resolution sonde data, which is typically
limited to a height above 3 km AGL [25,30–33]. These turbulence profiling measurements
can not only characterize the fine structure of PBL, but also provide an observational
benchmark for a variety of research, including air quality, aviation safety, weather, climate,
and climate change [2,34].

The North China Plain is one of the main economic zones in China, in which rapid
urbanization and high atmospheric pollutant emissions have been seen in recent years.
Although Solanki et al. [3] has revealed the fine PBL structure in Beijing by retrieving ε
using a one-year record of RWP measurements, the PBL structures on the regional scale
remain unclear. As shown in Figure 1, two RWP stations at Baoding (plain area) and
Zhangbei (plateau area), part of the RWP network of China [35], provide us another unique
opportunity to check the variation of PBL structure over different terrain. Therefore, the
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objectives of this study were twofold: (1) what is the difference in turbulent dissipation
rate profile between plain and plateau areas, and (2) what are the influential factors and
relevant underlying mechanisms. The following parts of this paper will proceed as follows:
The RWP measurements and analysis methods are described in Section 2. In Section 3,
observational analysis will be conducted on the turbulence dissipation rate difference
between the Baoding and Zhangbei stations, and the potential influential factors and
mechanisms are also discussed. Finally, the main conclusions are given in Section 4.
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Figure 1. Topographical map of the North China Plain, where Baoding (plain station) and Zhangbei
(plateau station) are marked in black triangles. Both weather stations are deployed with radar
wind profilers.

2. Meteorological Observations and Methods
2.1. RWP and Surface Meteorological Measurements

An incoherent RWP is a ground-based remote sensing instrument, which can detect
the vertical profile of wind and spectrum width by measuring the turbulence of air masses.
The working frequency of an RWP is 1360 MHz, and here the low detection mode was
used, which has a temporal resolution of 6 min and a vertical resolution of 120 m. The
detection height of the RWPs at Baoding and Zhangbei range from 150 to 3630 m. The RWP
at Baoding (38.73◦N, 115.48◦E) is located in the core area of the North China Plain, whereas
the RWP at Zhangbei (41.15◦N, 114.7◦E) is mainly located over the Mongolian Plateau with
a mean elevation of about 2000 m, which are shown in Figure 1. The RWP observational
network in China is designed primarily for providing continuous wind profiles in the PBL
and the lower troposphere, sampling the atmosphere at 6 min intervals with a vertical
resolution of 60 m or 120 m [36]. In this present study, one-year's (2021) worth of RWP
power spectrum width measurements have been gleaned to characterize the turbulent
structures of the lower troposphere over Baoding and Zhangbei. Given the large noise due
to the presence of clouds and precipitating particles [36], all the samples from both RWP
stations used in study were obtained in clear-air weather conditions which were sampled
at 6 min intervals with a vertical resolution of 60 m, unless noted otherwise.

The original spectrum width data from the RWPs were acquired from the National
Meteorological Information Center (NMIC) of the China Meteorological Administration
(CMA), which have undergone strict quality control procedures. As such, the spectrum
width measurements can be used to distinguish the discrepancy of ε between Baoding and
Zhangbei. For example, if more than 20% of the RWP measurements are missing below
2 km AGL, this is deemed as no valid observation and thus the entire profile is discarded.
Given the fact that inertia oscillations and super-geostrophic winds tend to frequently occur
at night [37], it remains a challenge to tease out the complex causal factors accounting for
the profile of ε and its evolution in the lower troposphere. Our study was limited to the
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daytime ranging from 0900 to 1700 local standard time (LST) at Baoding and Zhangbei.
On top of that, given the fact that the radar signals are dramatically weakened by the
hydrometers in the presence of precipitation, all the Doppler spectrum width and wind
measurements analyzed here were obtained during time periods with no rain, which were
screened out based on hourly rain gauge measurements at Baoding and Zhangbei.

In addition, the surface temperature at 0 cm (Ts) and air temperature at 2 m (Ta) at
1 min intervals were measured at both RWP stations, from which 6 min averages were
further taken to match the RWP measurements. All the above-mentioned meteorological
observations have undergone strict data quality control procedures implemented by the
National Meteorological Information Center.

2.2. Retrieval of ε

Here, we used the spectrum broadening method to determine the profile of ε, which
requires the input from the tilted beam Doppler spectrum width measurement of the
RWPs [38]. The measurement of the Doppler spectral width (σ2

obs) of an RWP is expressed
as the spatio-temporal variations in the radial velocity within the volume of the radar
resolution; it includes both turbulent (σ2

turb) and non-turbulent spectra width contributions.
The non-turbulent process mainly includes beam broadening (σbeam), shear broadening
(σ_shear), broadening caused by data processing, instantaneous pollution, and residual
noise of spectral width. Through extracting the σ2

turb after removing the influence of these
non-turbulent process to implement the corrections on the σ2

obs, we can estimate the profiles
of the ε. The turbulent spectral width is calculated as follows:

σ2
turb = σ2

obs − σ
2
beam − σ

2
shear − σ

2
dpros − residual noise (1)

where the beam broadening factor, shear broadening factor, and broadening caused by data
processing can be quantified as follows:

σ2
beam ≈ σ

2
a · V2

h (2)

σ2
shear ≈

[
1
2

∣∣∣∣∂Vh
∂z

∣∣∣∣∆z sin(∅)

]2
(3)

σ2
dpros = 0.04 ∗ σ2

obs (4)

where σ2
a =

(
θ1/4

√
ln 2
)2

, V_h is the horizontal wind speed, and θ1 is the one-way half-
power beam width of RWP. ∅ is the off-zenith angle and ∆z is the vertical resolution of
the RWP in Equation (3), and the shear broadening component of the spectral width is the
result of the vertical gradient of horizontal wind [39]. According to the specification of the
RWP, the contribution of radar signal processing can be regarded as equal to 4% of the
square of the observed spectrum width (Equation (4)).

The pollution factor due to the transience of atmospheric motion is an outcome of
changes in wind flow during the beam dwell time and is determined by the number of
incoherent integrations of the spectrum [40]. According to the RWP observations used
in this paper, instantaneous pollution and residual noise of spectral width are ignored.
Because we only studied complete turbulence in the PBL under clear-sky conditions,
other influences such as specular reflection, the widening effect of gravity waves, or the
propagation of the falling velocity of raindrops, etc., were omitted. For the estimation of ε,
only the positive value of σ2

turb can be considered, and the negative value of σ2
turb may be

related to negligible small-scale turbulences [41].
By assuming a homogeneous and isotropic nature for the atmospheric turbulence, ε

can be expressed as follows:

ε = σ3
turb

(
4π
A

)3/2
J−3/2 (5)
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where A refers to the empirical Kolmogorov constant in the inertia subregion of the ve-
locity spectrum and 1.6 is used here for subsequent calculations by following the method
proposed by Solanki et al. [3]. The term J can be derived based on the following equation:

J = 12 Γ(2/3)
x (

sin3ϕ
){

b2 cos2ϕ+ a2 sin2ϕ+

(
L2

12

)
sin2ϕ cos2∅

}1/3

dϕd∅ (6)

where Γ is the Gamma function, and the double integral is evaluated between 0 and π/2
in spherical coordinates and is computed iteratively for each height interval of 60 m. The
parameter a = rσa represents the radius of the pulse volume. b = Ω∆Z, where Ω denotes
the proportionality constant that equals 1/8

√
ln 2 for an infinite response of the receiver.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Climatology of ε Profile at Plateau and Plain Stations

The diurnal variations of the PBL structure and process can be well described using
the ε profiles as retrieved by the RWPs. Figure 2 shows the annual averaged profiles of ε
below 3 km AGL under clear-sky conditions using the RWP measurements at Baoding and
Zhangbei during the daytime (0900 LST–1700 LST) in the year 2021.
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Figure 2. Temporal variation of the annual mean profile of turbulent dissipation rate (color shading)
during daytime from 0900 LST to 1700 LST for the whole year of 2021, as calculated from the RWPs
at the plain station of Baoding and the plateau station of Zhangbei.

The ε exhibits significant dependence on height during the daytime over the two
stations. A pronounced spatial gradient can be observed, decreasing gradually from the
ground surface up to 3 km AGL. Most of the ε values within the 3 km at Baoding varied
from 10−3.8 to 10−2 m2/s3, which are consistent with those reported for the similar lower
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tropospheric region in other cities [3,39]. By comparison, a much stronger ε was observed
at Zhangbei, most of which varied from 10−2.2 to 10−1.2 m2/s3 on average within 1 km
AGL. This phenomenon begins at 1000 LST and lasts until 1600 LST. This suggests that the
turbulent activity in the PBL at the plateau station is obviously stronger than that in the
plain station. More intense turbulence found in the PBL over the plateau station could be
likely due to the mountain wave breaking over complex terrain at Zhangbei [42–45].

Also, the lower air density in the plateau tends to produce a strong buoyancy effect
in the PBL, thereby inducing more severe turbulence. It is widely reported that thermally
induced buoyancy is usually the main source of turbulence mixing in the PBL during
the daytime [46]. The development of the PBL mainly depends on surface solar heating
under clear-sky conditions. After sunrise, especially during 0900 LST–1100 LST, the ground
warms up after receiving solar radiation; thermal bubbles rising from the surface tend to
make the lower part of PBL turbulent, and the turbulence intensity is constantly enhanced
under the effect of buoyancy. After sunset, the ground gradually cools, and the turbulence
intensity gradually weakens.

Figure 3 shows that the diurnal variation of the ε profile within 3 km AGL at Baoding in
the daytime under clear-sky conditions for the four seasons. Overall, the PBL in boreal summer
reached much higher compared with that in boreal winter, given the strong turbulence (greater
than 10−2) observed at a height as high as 1 km in summer. Intense turbulence can be seen in
the late afternoon (1500 LST–1700 LST) of summer in the altitude range between 1 and 2 km,
which cannot be seen in other seasons at the same station of Baoding.
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Over the plateau station, the strongest variation in magnitude of ε throughout the day
and the vertical direction was found in both spring and summer, whereas the weakest εwas
observed in winter (Figure 4). Overall, more intense turbulence was observed in summer
for the lowest 1 km of the atmosphere at the plateau station of Zhangbei than at the plain
station of Baoding. This strong turbulence in summer over plateau station could be likely
caused by the stronger solar radiation on the plateau and the greater sensible heat flux on
the ground [47]. The diurnal variation trend showed similar changes at both stations in the
spring. In winter, the ε with a magnitude greater than 10−2 m2/s3 was mostly confined to
below 0.8 km AGL. Interestingly, the magnitude of ε remained much weaker in the altitude
above 0.8 AGL and did not show conspicuous diurnal variations in winter at both the plain
and plateau stations. This agrees well with the results reported for the lowest tropospheric
region in previous observational studies [3,15].
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3.2. Potential Factors Influencing ε

3.2.1. Influence of Sensible Heat Flux on ε

Near-surface turbulent sensible heat flux is one of the main energy sources driving air
motion in the PBL [48–50]. The prevailing view is that the turbulence intensity in the lowest
part of the PBL is largely determined by the buoyancy that is closely linked to sensible heat
flux and by the frictional forces on the surface wind that is associated with the damping
effect of viscosity [51–54]. Coincidently, the difference between Ta and Ts has been used to
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indicate the variation characteristics of near-surface sensible heat flux [55]. Therefore, the
difference between 2 m air temperature and surface temperature (Ta−Ts), as a surrogate
of near-surface sensible heat flux, is used here to characterize the potential underlying
thermodynamic causes for the diurnal change in ε vertical structure at both the plain and
plateau stations.

Figure 5 shows the probability distribution and accumulated probability distribution
of Ta−Ts at Zhangbei and Baoding. To better reveal the potential impact of Ta−Ts, all these
samples in Figure 5 were divided into three same-size bins. At Baoding, the top tercile of
Ta−Ts (greater than −0.3 ◦C) is referred to as (Ta−Ts)high, and the bottom tercile (less than
−2.8 ◦C) is referred to as (Ta−Ts)low. By comparison, (Ta−Ts)low at Zhangbei represents
those samples with values less than−5.0 ◦C, and (Ta−Ts)high represents those samples with
values greater than −0.4 ◦C. Notably, the value of Ta−Ts at Zhangbei station was much
higher than that at Baoding station. Meanwhile, the 90th percentile of Ta−Ts at Zhangbei
was 3.4 ◦C higher than that at Baoding station. This provides circumstantial evidence that
the plateau station of Zhangbei tends to have larger sensible heat flux, thereby producing
stronger turbulence in the PBL, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 5. Probability distribution (blue bar) and accumulated probability distribution (solid line)
of the difference between 2 m air temperature and surface temperature (Ta−Ts) at Baoding (a) and
Zhangbei (b).

Figure 6 shows the vertical structures of annual mean ε profiles stratified by (Ta−Ts)high
and (Ta−Ts)low during the daytime for the year of 2021 at Baoding and Zhangbei. Overall,
the higher the Ta−Ts, the greater magnitude of the ε value at both stations, irrespective
of the altitude. This suggests that the vertical structure of ε is closely related to Ta−Ts.
Also noteworthy is that the PBL (particularly below 1 km) was characterized by much
higher ε values at Zhangbei compared with those at Baoding no matter how the value of
Ta−Ts is stratified. Above 1 km, ε tended to decrease with the altitude at both stations. The
decrease in ε with altitude could be associated with the changes in the dominant source of
turbulence above the PBL, along with the diminishing size of turbulent eddies.

The average magnitude of ε above 1 km varied between 10−3.2 and 10−2 m2/s3 at
Baoding, and the variation range of ε at Zhangbei seemed much larger, lying between
10−3.2 and 10−1.75 m2/s3. This is basically consistent with the findings over plateau regions
in previous studies. Simultaneously, larger Ta−Ts values can be observed at the plateau
station of Zhangbei throughout the whole daytime, compared to those at the plain station
of Baoding (Figure 7).
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Figure 6. Vertical distribution of the annual mean turbulent dissipation rate stratified by the difference
between 2 m air temperature and surface temperature (Ta−Ts) during the daytime for the year 2021
at Baoding (a) and Zhangbei (b). All the samples are divided into three same-size bins. Note that
the turbulent dissipation rate profiles for the top tercile, i.e., (Ta−Ts)high, and bottom tercile, i.e.,
(Ta−Ts)low, along with all samples, i.e., (Ta−Ts)all are shown. Also marked is one standard deviation.
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3.2.2. Influence of Vertical Wind Shear on ε

Besides the sensible heat flux, wind shear is another important influential factor that
affects the variation in ε. It is generally assumed that the turbulence in the free atmosphere
is more susceptible to changes in the wind, whereas the turbulence in the PBL is affected by
the mechanical friction between the atmosphere and the ground, and by wind shear [52,53].
Given the finding that the large value of ε is mostly concentrated below 1 km (Figure 2), we
examined the impact of wind shear below 1 km and within the height range of 1–3 km on ε.

Figure 8 illustrates that ε was positively correlated with vertical wind shear at the
Baoding and Zhangbei stations throughout the whole altitude range of 0–3 km. Interestingly,
the vertical wind shear occurring below 1 km was much greater than that in the altitude
range of 1–3 km. The value of vertical wind shear at the plateau station was stronger than
that at the plain station, indicating that the vertical structure of turbulence over the plateau
region is more susceptible to large wind shear.
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All samples are evenly divided into five same-size bins, and the regression linear equation is shown
in each panel as well.

A closer look at Figure 8 reveals that the slope of the linear regression equation for ε
versus wind shear in the altitude range between 1 and 3 km was steeper than that for the
height below 1 km, despite its relatively low value. This indicates that the vertical wind
shear in the height range of 1–3 km tends to be more correlated with intense turbulence
than in the height below 1 km. The large magnitude of ε in the lower troposphere may
be related to the breaking of Kelvin–Helmholtz waves in the elevated shear layer [56,57].
A large portion of clear-air turbulence events can be explained by the Kelvin–Helmholtz
instability, which frequently occurs above or below a strong jet stream accompanied by
an upper-level front [58]. Strong vertical wind shear around the jet stream increases the
denominator of the formula used to calculate the Richardson number (Ri), which in turn
decreases Ri until it reaches a critical value (below 0.25), resulting in the generation of
turbulence [59,60]. This means that the shear-driven turbulence is an important mechanism
for the turbulence generation between the PBL top and the free atmosphere at both the
plain and plateau stations of the North China Plain.

3.2.3. Joint Influence of Vertical Wind Shear and Sensible Heat Flux on ε

The values of ε throughout the PBL during the daytime of autumn at Zhangbei
exhibited much larger magnitudes than those at Baoding (Figures 3c and 4c). This is in
sharp contrast to the annual averaged ε (Figure 2). To illustrate the underlying causes, we
further calculated the 2D joint probability distributions of wind shear and Ta−Ts versus ε
at both stations.

Overall, the joint impact of wind shear and sensible heat flux on ε in the PBL at
Baoding and Zhangbei seemed very complicated, irrespective of annual and seasonal
averages (Figure 9). In autumn, strong turbulence at Baoding generally occurred under
conditions of high vertical wind shear (Figure 9a). Interestingly, Figure 9c shows that the
strong turbulence at Baoding tended to occur under conditions of low values of Ta−Ts
(large sensible heat flux). This suggests that vertical wind shear, rather than sensible heat
flux, accounts for much of the intense turbulence observed in the PBL at Baoding. By
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comparison, a much weaker turbulence was observed at Zhangbei in autumn, and intense
turbulence tended to occur when the vertical wind shear was much lower. In terms of the
annual mean ε at Zhangbei, intense turbulence often occurred when the vertical wind shear
was weak whereas the sensible heat flux was small (Figure 9d).
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4. Concluding Remarks

One-year (2021) of Doppler spectral width measurements from two radar wind pro-
filers (RWPs) have been utilized to make a comparison analysis concerning the spatio-
temporal variation of turbulence dissipation rate (ε) profiles in the lower troposphere at
plateau (Zhangbei) and plain (Baoding) stations over the North China Plain. The results
show that the value of ε over both stations had a more obvious diurnal process under the
influence of sensible heat in the daytime, and turbulence was stronger over the plateau than
over the plain, especially the strong turbulence observed in the PBL. This may be due to the
more intense radiation received by the plateau surface, or the influence of deeper mixed
layers that are affected by the complex underlying surface. It was found that ε at the plain
and plateau stations showed significant seasonal variations. Overall, the magnitude of ε
was strongest in summer and weakest in winter in both areas. The increase in ε in autumn
may be due to the increase in the number of LLJ, which leads to an increase in vertical wind
shear, or the influence of a coupled Kelvin–Helmholtz vortex below the bottom of LLJ in
the residual layer [43].

Moreover, the potential influences of sensible heat flux (represented by the difference
between 2 m air temperature and surface temperature, namely Ta−Ts) and vertical wind
shear on the magnitude of ε were investigated. A larger Ta−Ts was generally accompanied
by more intense turbulence, and the vertical structure of ε over the plateau station was
affected more obviously by the sensible heat flux. In particular, the ε profiles in the PBL
in the plateau station were more complicated, owing to the joint influence of terrain,
circulation, temperature, humidity, etc. Meanwhile, the vertical wind shear was positively
correlated with εwithin the height range of 1–3 km AGL.
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However, ε is often found to be extremely intermittent and to change dramatically
in short time intervals [61]. Therefore, in the future, the continuous measurements of
turbulence characteristics are warranted over different surfaces within the lowermost 3
km based on the RWP network measurements across China, which will pave the way for
the development of improved parameterization schemes in the future. This will, in turn,
help improve our understanding of the contrasting turbulent structures in the PBL over the
plains and plateaus.
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